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Angela Tyson

5 Jingella Place
Devonport 7310

0407233070

The General Manager
PO Box 604
Devonport Tas 7310

27th July 2022

Obiection to subdivision PA2022.0024 133 Middle Road. Miandetta

Dear Sir/Madam,

I would like to voice my objection to the proposed subdivision at 133 Middle Road,
Miandetta. I am a Devonport Council and Wildcare volunteer and donate my time and
labour to various natural reserves in and around Devonport. l, and many others,
believe it is of the utmost importance to preserve the few natural areas in our city.
These remnant bushlands are an oasis in otherwise unremarkable urban areas, and
the flora and fauna contained within once lost, are lost forever. I am not anti-
development but I do not believe in development that comes at such a precious cost.

I am appalled at the grossly inadequate concessions that have been made for the
critically endangered Central North Burrowing Crayfish, and the removal of Priority
Vegetation Overlay. What is the point of allocating these overlays if they are to be
overturned as soon as there is a profit to be made?

The recently released government 2021 State Of The Environment Report is a
staggering picture of loss and devastation. lt found that Tasmania has 1920 native
species, of which 533 are endemic and 458 extinct or threatened. These are the
worst environmental results in our history. Council's attitude to natural assets and
development needs to change. To truly be called a living city, we also need to be a
green city, but all I can see in our future is "concrete grey".

I have outlined my objections below, including supporting evidence from the
Tasmanian Government Threatened Species Link web site, detailing the effects of a
subdivision which can occur well outside of its actual footprint.

I have become incredibly disillusioned with Council and the failure in its duty of care
of our native flora and fauna. I wonder why I continue to volunteer my time with
Council when such hypocrisy exists. Council claim to value biodiversity but are
willing to circumvent environmental issues to enable their "development at all cost"
attitude. Engaeus Granulatus is an incredibly unique endangered species which will
not survive such human intervention and the blame lies solely with Devonport City
Council, who are allowing destruction like this to continue. Council's lack of foresight,
and failure to value natural assets is truly astounding.

Regards

Angela Tyson

Ratepayer, Friend of Don Reserve, Wildcare Friend of Devonport Reserves

I

anqela.tyson@biopond. com
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1 Enqaeus Granulatus (Central North Burrowinq Cravfishl

The Central North Burrowing Crayfish, as council is aware, is an EPBC listed
endangered species, and is critically endangered on the IUCN Red List. lt is
endemic to Tasmania, and occurs only within a small area between the
Mersey River and Port Sorell (see map). This species is
found nowhere else in the world and we are lucky enough :
to have them in our back yard. ,,: A
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"Much of its original habitat has been cleared, and the
species now occurs in small isolated and fragmented
populations within its original range amounting to less than
100 ha. The main threats to the Central North Burrowing
Crayfish include activities which destroy or dry out its
habitat, including residential development and inappropriate agricultural and
forestry activities." *

The subdivision application's solution to the "problem" is to allocate a small
strip of land sandwiched between two subdivisions. This is grossly inadequate
and is purely "box ticking" to get the application through council, not through a
genuine concern for the species.

I volunteer in many reserves in the area, and within that capacity, have come
to the sad realisation that any bush/reserve or open land bordering urban
areas will ultimately suffer damage. The areas become illegal footpaths, bike
tracks, playgrounds and rubbish dumps, all of which would be catastrophic for
the crayfish who would be severely impacted by such human interference.
The chimneys built by the species can be easily crushed and the soil
compacted by foot and bike traffic.

The amount of rubbish we have removed from areas such as these is truly
astounding, including building materials, household rubbish and tyres.
Dumping rubbish over the back fence seems to be the" done thing" with
residents backing onto open or bush land. I have no doubt that this
inadequate strip of land dedicated to the crayfish will suffer the same fate.

Also with urbanisation comes the issue of pollution including weed killer run
off. This toxic waste would inevitably pollute the water table which would be
catastrophic for the species.

The most important point here is that although a strip of land has been
reserved for the crayfish, the impacts and dangers for this species spread well
past the borders of this area. That is why this subdivision will ultimately
destroy this crayfish colony.

x (Ref: Tasmania Government Threatened Species Link)
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Friends of Don Reserve have been working in a reserved green space
adjacent to housing near Lapthorne Close. This area is similar to the
suggested Miandetta subdivision as the narrow green space is also
sandwiched between two urban areas. We have spent numerous hours
removing escaped household garden weeds, rubbish and planting hundreds
of trees and grasses. Upon returning yesterday, we found newly planted
vegetation torn out of the ground and tree guards thrown in the nearby creek.
This can be confirmed by council's Natural Resources Management Officer,
Phil Hrstich. The reasoning behind this vandalism I assume, was to allow
residents to keep using the illegal damaging bike/foot track that the newly
planted vegetation was inhibiting.

The Miandetta subdivision has CONSIDERABLY more adjacent housing so
will be subjected to even worse environmental damage.

Fig a. Lapthorne Close green space area,

Fig. b Miandetta proposed area for Central North Burrowing Crayfish.
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The following is an extract from the Tasmanian Government Threatened
Species Link, which details the hazards and destruction caused by
subdivisions in sensitive areas:

Subdivision

Subdivision activities can have a wide range of impacts on threatened
species,'Subdivision' includes all activities associated with the subdivision of land
for residential or other development purposes. THE EFFECTS OF A SUBDIVISION
CAN OCCUR WELL OUTSIDE THE ACTUAL FOOTPRINT OF THE ACTIVITY,

- General points to consider

a Subdivision is a significant threatening process for many threatened plants and
animals, and is a major cause of habitat /oss.
Direct impacts to threatened species of a subdivision can include the paftial or
total removal of native vegetation, altered drainage works, introduction of
weeds and diseases, and damage to waterways,
Subdivision of a property also involves the potential for on-going impacts after
subdivision works are completed, These indirect impacts may extend well
beyond the footprint of the subdivided property.
Additional impacts include predation and disturbance of threatened fauna
from an increase in domestic animals, the escape of non-native plants (from
gardens, nature strips, etc) into adjacent bushland, on-going noise disturbance
to adjacent areas, competition and predation from exotic animals such as rats
and mice, and the pollution of waterways through refuse and contaminated
run-off.
Housing developments adjacent to native bush can also lead to an increase in
burning through deliberate lighting of fires, as well as inadvertent ignition.

O
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a
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The following is an extract from the Tasmanian Government Threatened
Species Link, which details the hazards and destruction in particular of the
Central North Burrowing Crayfish.

Cutting or clearing trees or vegetation

Removal of vegetation can lead to drying out of soil, erosion, sediment input
into waterways, and changes in water table levels and drainage.
To avoid impacts on crayfish populations and their habitat - do not clear trees
or other vegetation in areas of burrowing crayfish habitat.
To avoid permanent habitat loss - do not convert habitat (e,9, to plantation,
pasture or cropping land).

Use of heayy machinery and vehicles

Use of heavy machinery (cars, trucks, eafth-moving equipment, etc) within
burrowing crayfish habitat can crush burrows and crayfish, and lead to severe
damage to degradation of habitat through damaging vegetation and
compaction of soil.
To protect crayfish populations and their habitat - restrict use of heavy
machinery through and within areas of habitat."

What to avoid

Habitat drying out
Crushing crayfish or their burrows
Changes in the water table

Helping the species

Consider the needs of the whole habitat. Preserving a threatened species'
habitat is the best way to manage both the species and the environment in
which it lives.
In the areas where the species occurs, consider revegetation and fencing
where streamside vegetation is degraded, and to protect waterways from
erosion.
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Subdivision

. Note that a number of activities associated with and following on from the
subdivision of a property can lead to the drying out and loss of habitat

To prevent drying out of habitat - avoid activities which alter the hydrology in
areas of habitat, including removal of native vegetation, earthworks, construction
and changes to drainage.
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Continued ...

Changing water flow / quality

o Any activity which affects the level of the water table (including planting lots of
vegetation at the site) can have major impacts on burrowing crayfish habitat.
Remember that some activities can affect the level of the water table for a

substantial distance around the site of the activity.
To prevent loss of burrowing crayfish habitat - avoid activities which have an
impact on water table levels in areas of burrowing crayfish habitat.
Activities which result in a major deterioration in water quality can also
damage burrowing crayfish habitat.
Activities which can effect water quality include drainage works, earthworks,
roading and stock access (all of which can lead to increased sediment reaching
waterways), and the entry of chemicals into the waterway (e.9. fertiliser,
herbicides and pesticides).
To avoid impacts on crayfish populations and habitat - ensure weed control
operations and the application of fertiliser do not lead to entry of chemicals into
burrowing crayfish habitat.
Activities which result in changes in drainage patterns or water flow which can
damage burrowing crayfish habltat. Activities which can effect drainage
patterns and water flow include roadworks and associated drainage works and
removal of vegetation.
To avoid impacts on crayfish populations and habitat - avoid activities which
alter drainage patterns or water flow in and around areas of habitat.
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2. Eucalvptus Ovata - Fodder trees for endangered swift parrots

Within the subdivision area is a small stand of Eucalyptus ovata forest, a fodder tree
for the also critically endangered swift parrot.

Sadly, the swift parrot population has been in heavy decline. Recent studies have
estimated that the swift parrot population may be less than 750 individuals. Swift
parrots need to have reliable food sources (flowering eucalypts), a source which is
being constantly threatened by native forest logging and urban development.

This small forest in question, even if it remains, will be isolated in an incredibly
urbanised area, cut off from its ecosystem. Whether the Swift panots will enter such
an urbanised area, full of noise and activity, is unknown but unlikely. There is also
the added danger of predation from pets, the most worrisome being household cats.
This is an added burden the swift parrots do not need.

I volunteer my time to help preserve the swift parrots in our region and once again, I

am wondering why. I have allowed Council to install nest boxes on my property at
Tugrah, and I donate my time to observe and document the activity around these
boxes. Yet Council, hypocritlcally, is considering either removing or isolating a
known food source. Any food source for these panots, no matter how small, is of
significant value, and needs to be in its current bushland setting, not sunounded by
numerous housing lots.

3. Bushland Fraomentation

This particular area of land is a natural wildlife corridor linking Kelsey Tier Reserve to
the Mersey River. lt is also frequented by Goshawks, Wedge Tailed Eagles and
White-Bellied Sea Eagles, who use the bushland to hunt, feed and fledge their young
each year.

Unprecedented pressure is being exerted on wildlife like never before, with
urbanisation, agricultural activity, infrastructure development and global warming.
The amount of habitat where wild nature can flourish is decreasing, compromising
the ability of many species to survive. Native animals have less room to migrate,
disperse, reproduce, feed and generally thrive. Fragmentation of habitat is now one
of the key drivers of the disappearance of species and the decline in species
abundance. Halting habitat fragmentation by conserving T.ARGE intact bushland
areas is vital to the continuing health and biodiversity of our city. Native animals need
the ability to travel safely, protected by these large bush land conidors.

The amount of bush land remaining after this development is not enough to buffer
these animals from human interference, domestic animals, noise, pollution and all the
other facets of urban living. This may be a seemingly small area of bush land to lose,
but cumulatively, destruction of these green pockets combine to make a significant
impact.

I also note that the area set aside as a green space contains high voltage power
lines, a known source of mortality for endangered Wedge Tailed Eagles. With the
clearing of the surrounding bushland and trees, these raptors are more likely to perch
on these structures, which unfortunately often leads to electrocution due to their large
wing span.
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Councils own Environmental Strategy 2019-2024 details fragmentation as an
area of concern as well as the decline of biodiversity health. This application
goes directly against this environmental strategy with it's failure to protect our
natural resources. There is nothing "sensitive" about this development.

Extract from DCC Environmental Strategy 2019-2024

Focus Areo lssues of Concern Opporlunilies
Biodiversity lnvosive species - weeds, cots,

dogs, biosecurity
Dog/cot/onimol control

Weed control

Educotion

Woste - litter, dumping green
woste

Complionce, educotion, green woste
bins

Climqte chonge Monitoring impoct

Sensitive development

lllegol cleoring of vegetotion

Plonting non-notive species in

reserves

Unouthorised trocks through
teserves Bushfires

Complionce, educotion

Notive onimol / plont diseoses Reportin g, biosecurity

Decline in biodiversity heolth Monitoring

Bushlond conservotion - revegetotion,
weed controln
Plonting notiver in Councilreserve's ond
privote gordens

Woterwoys &
Coosts

Stormwoter, seweroge, ogriculturol
run-off

Use noturol pesticides

Gross pollutonts trops

Pollution - plostics, litter Regulor beoch cleon ups - community
involvement

More bins neor woterwoys / beoches

Promotion/educotion re impoct on
morine life

Climote chonge - seo level rise.

erosion, ond flooding

Uncontrolled onimols (dogs)

disturbing hobitot
Uncontrolled vehiculor occess on
beoches

Vondolism

Signoge. educotion, complionce

Ur bon deVE lo r)m ent encrooc
on nott)t o hobitot I fr ( l gnl e nt

Bushlond conservotion / revegetotion

r
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